Get ready to be really challenged!!

Behold I Stand at the Door and Knock
By Apostle Moshe Yoseph Koniuchowsky
As many have begun to see that sexual pleasure is part and parcel of the Hebraic life and is
not to be compartmentalized as an indulgence of the flesh as the early church fathers
taught, a new found dimension is being experienced. As more and more Torah keepers
realize that everything we do under the sun, whether praying, studying the Word, or
having sexual pleasure in a kosher manner within single, or plural marriage, is a spiritual
experience, the need to have Yahshua our Savior reign over every area of our lives has
become more apparent. This can only happen by inviting Him into areas thought to be off
limits.
Many who understand that Yahshua is the Creator of kosher sex, also understand that
Yahshua and the Holy Spirit actually enjoy when we obey Him in sexual relations within
marriage. Yahshua is well pleased with our obedience, which is always better than mere
lip service. I believe due to this undeniable fact, that the Holy Spirit when invited into the
bedroom before, during and even after climax can and will add a whole new dimension of
sexual excitement to the love making process. In other words, rather than the husband
and wife, or wives trying to satisfy their own flesh and desires, even in the marriage bed, if
those about to engage in lovemaking seek His presence, before, during and after, the result
is a more powerful time of lovemaking and always results in a heightened state of sexual
energy, arousal and orgasm.
The reasons for this is because the Holy Spirit, the great Guide and Comforter, has been
given to guide us and lead us into all truth, including lovemaking and an intensity that can
only be achieved when He is verbally invited in. I have known couples and plural marriage
families, that have always felt that to invite Yahshua to watch while they make love is
dirty, vile and below his holiness. They have falsely believed that Yahshua is so set apart,
that He has no interest in watching and participating in human sexual climax; nothing can
be further from the truth.
Rather the truth is that when the Holy Spirit is asked to guide and Yahshua is asked to
conduct the intimate lovemaking, it actually becomes a selfless act and turns what can be
an automated sexual release, into a prayerful time of seeking His guidance and a
heightened time of awareness of His desire to be in the room! Those who have invited
Yahshua into the act of lovemaking, soon realize that Yahshua is not only pleased with
kosher lovemaking, but desires to participate in a mystical spiritual bond with the love
makers. The only way this can work is if you are willing to have your minds renewed and
realize that there is nothing carnal at all about sex; as a returning Israelite, it is part of a
Hebrews dependence upon YHWH for all things, even for the most exciting and
heightened sexual activities between husband and wife/wives.

All we have to do is carefully study the history of sexual perversions like temple sex cults,
where s.a.tan has his followers having sex while praying, singing, dancing, worshipping
and drinking blood. In almost every wicked and dastardly false manifestation of worship
given either knowingly, or unknowingly to s.a.tan among the heathen, there is inevitably
some kind of rebellious sexual act, or sexual activity that accompanies his adoration. This
alone is a dead give away to those with discerning spirits that s.a.tan is offering to
guide the sexuality of all those illicit and illegal sexual acts outside of marriage. He
not only inspires these defiled and rebellious sex acts of worship, but actually
orchestrates them, seeking to lord it over his disciples in every area of their lives.
Oftentimes alcohol and drugs, or other comforting enhancements, serve as substitutes for
the Holy Spirit, in order to make the perversion more intense and more comforting. Now
remember that usually where there is a great counterfeit by s.a.tan, there is a great
underlying and pure truth of Yahweh that s.a.tan has perverted. While s.a.tan knows
that kosher sex within marriage is guided by Yahshua when done right, he has chosen to
manifest his wickedness by covertly directing all illicit and forbidden sex acts as acts of
personal worship to him. The atheists and agnostics having forbidden sex may not see
what they do as acts of s.a.tanic worship, but s.a.tan knows all too well, that this sex, based
on rebellion against YHWH, actually pays homage to the father of lies and rebellion.
Himself!
While all this false worship involving sex is unknowingly taking place, most believers,
especially those refusing to have their minds challenged and those that still cling to church
based Puritanical teachings on human sexuality, still are having sex in the dark,
metaphorically speaking, even though the lights are on. Why?
Because they have believed the long held and time honored tradition that when
they have sex, Yahshua and the Holy Spirit stand outside the bedroom, until the
dirty carnal act of sexual climax is over, so that Yahshua and His Spirit can re-enter
the bedroom once the sex has been concluded. Nothing can be further from the
truth! They in fact stand at the door and knock; if any couple, or husband and their
wives, let the Son and Spirit into their bedroom action, they will be sealed and
sanctified, as those who rely on the Holy Spirit in all areas of their lives, including
teaching and guiding them how to please their partner by selfless love, directed to
their partners’ needs, as opposed to mere personal satisfaction.
For those few having discovered that there is nothing dirty about sex within a
marriage that needs to be hidden from The Master and for those who verbally pray
and invite Yahshua to join their orchestration (a type of His intimate care of His own
mystical body), there is nothing more sexually exciting than to realize that Yahshua
is there in their midst (2 or 3 gathered in His Name), well pleased, watching,
enjoying and directing obedient non-rebellious lovemaking.
For those willing, you will soon find the best sex you have ever experienced, as all those
involved literally cry out to YHWH in thanksgiving for His permissive pleasures and for

the heightened state of spiritual awareness, both during the process and during the
orgasms attained. To renew your mind and achieve this wonderful Hebraic concept of
purity where Yahshua lovingly through His lordship oversees your bedroom activities, the
following prayer times are in order:
• Pray before entering the marriage chamber/bedroom.
• Pray right before lovemaking commences.
• Talk to the Spirit during lovemaking verbally expressing thanksgiving for His
leadership and comfort.
• Verbally thank Him just prior to climax and thank Him for being present in Spirit
and allowing this great pleasure.
• Pray and thank Him after all have climaxed, for the blessing of kosher and clean
lovemaking that has made the marriage bed undefiled.
This may be radically different than what you have been taught, but know this.
YHWH knows this to be true, s.a.tan knows this to be true (have you ever noticed how
even heathens and agnostics call out to “god” during climax, that’s the counterfeit given by
the god of this world) and today YHWH wants you to know this truth, so that you can be
set free completely and then preserve that freedom, until the physical return to this earth
of our Mar-Yah the Savior, Yahshua Ha Moshaich.

